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Saul Kripke, Naming and Necessity (fragment)



LECTURE II: JANUARY 22, 1970



Last time we ended up talking about a theory of naming which is given by a

number of theses here on the board.

To every name or designating expression 'X', there corresponds a

cluster of properties, namely the family of those properties 9 such

that A believes 'fX'.

One of the properties, or some conjointly, are believed by A to

pick out some individual uniquely.

If most, or a weighted most, of the f's are satisfied by one unique

object y, then y is the referent of 'X'.

If the vote yields no unique object, 'X' does not refer.

The statement, 'If X exists, then X has most of the f 's' is known a

priori by the speaker.

The statement, 'If X exists, then X has most of the f's' expresses a

necessary truth (in the idiolect of the speaker).

(C) For any successful theory, the account must not be circular.

The properties which are used in the vote must not themselves

involve the notion of reference in such a way that it is ultimately

impossible to eliminate.

(C) is not a thesis but a condition on the satisfaction of the other theses. In other

words, Theses (i)-(6) cannot be satisfied in a way which leads to a circle, in a

way which does not lead to any independent determination of reference. The

example I gave last time of a blatantly circular attempt to satisfy these

conditions was a theory of names mentioned by William Kneale. I was a little

surprised at the statement of the theory when I was reading what I had copied

down, so I looked it up again. I looked it up in the book to see if I'd copied it



down accurately. Kneale did use the past tense. He said that though it is not

trifling to be told that Socrates was the greatest philosopher of ancient Greece,

it is trifling to be told that Socrates was called 'Socrates'. Therefore, he

concludes, the name 'Socrates' must simply mean 'the individual called

"Socrates" '. Russell, as I've said, in some places gives a similar analysis.

Anyway, as stated using the past tense, the condition wouldn't be circular,

because one certainly could decide to use the term 'Socrates' to refer to whoever

was called 'Socrates' by the Greeks. But, of course, in that sense it's not at all

trifling to be told that Socrates was called 'Socrates'. If this is any kind of fact,

it might be false. Perhaps we know that we call him 'Socrates'; that hardly

shows that the Greeks did so. In fact, of course, they may have pronounced the

name differently. It may be, in the case of this particular name, that

transliteration from the Greek is so good that the English version is not

pronounced verydifferently from the Greek. But that won't be so in the general

case. Certainly it is not trifling to be told that Isaiah was called 'Isaiah'. In fact,

it is false to be told that Isaiah was called 'Isaiah'; the prophet wouldn't have

recognized this name at all. And of course the Greeks didn't call their country

anything like 'Greece'. Suppose we amend the thesis so that it reads: it's trifling

to be told that Socrates is called 'Socrates' by us, or at least, by me, the speaker.

Then in some sense this is fairly trifling. I don't think it is necessary or analytic.

In the same way, it is trifling to be told that horses are called 'horses', without

this leading to the conclusion that the word 'horse' simply means 'the animal

called a "horse" '. As a theory of the reference of the name 'Socrates' it will lead

immediately to a vicious circle. If one was determining the referent of a name

like 'Glunk' to himself and made the following decision, T shall use the term

"Glunk" to refer to the man that I call "Glunk" ', this would get one nowhere.

One had better have some independent determination of the referent of 'Glunk'.

This is a good example of a blatantly circular determination. Actually sentences

like 'Socrates is called "Socrates" ' are very interesting and one can spend,

strange as it may seem, hours talking about their analysis. I actually did, once,

do that. I won't do that, however, on this occasion. (See how high the seas of

language can rise. And at the lowest points too.) Anyway this is a useful

example of a violation of the noncircularity condition. The theory will satisfy

all of these statements, perhaps, but it satisfies them only because there is some

independent way of determining the reference independently of the particular

condition: being the man called 'Socrates'.

I have already talked about, in the last lecture, Thesis (6). Theses (5) and (6),

by the way, have converses. What I said for Thesis (5) is that the statement that

if X exists, X has most of the f's, is a priori true for the speaker. It will also be

true under the given theory that certain converses of this statement hold true



also a priori for the speaker, namely: if any unique thing has most of the

properties 9 in the properly weighted sense, it isX. Similarly a certain converse

to this will be necessarily true, namely: if anything has most of the properties 9

in the properly weighted sense, it is X. So really one can say that it is both a

priori and necessary that something is X if and only if it uniquely has most of

the properties f. This really comes from. the previous Theses (i)-(4), I suppose.

And (5) and (6) really just say that a sufficiently reflective speaker grasps this

theory of proper names. Knowing this, he therefore sees that (5) and (6) are true.

The objections to Theses (5) and (6) will not be that some speakers are unaware

of this theory and therefore don't know these things.

What I talked about in the last lecture is Thesis (6). It's been observed by many

philosophers that, if the cluster of properties associated with a description is

taken in a very narrow sense, so that only one property is given any weight at

all, let's say one definite description to pick out the referent—for example,

Aristotle was the philosopher who taught Alexander the Great—then certain

things will seem to turn out to be necessary truths which are not necessary

truths—in this case, for example, that Aristotle taught Alexander the Great. But

as Searle said, it is not a necessary truth but a contingent one that Aristotle ever

went into pedagogy. Therefore, he concludes that one must drop the original

paradigm of a single description and turn to that of a cluster of descriptions.

To summarize some things that I argued last time, this is not the correct answer

(whatever it may be) to this problem about necessity. For Searle goes on to say,

Suppose we agree to drop 'Aristotle' and use, say, 'the teacher of Alexander',

then it is a necessary truth that the man referred to is Alexander's teacher—but

it is a contingent fact that Aristotle ever went into pedagogy, though I am

suggesting that it is a necessary fact that Aristotle has the logical sum, inclusive

disjunction, of properties commonly attributed to him. . . .

This is what is not so. It just is not, in any intuitive sense of necessity, a

necessary truth that Aristotle had the properties commonly attributed to him.

There is a certain theory, perhaps popular in some views of the philosophy of

history, which might both be deterministic and yet at the same time assign a

great role to the individual in history. Perhaps Carlyle would associate with the

meaning of the name of a great man his achievements. According to such a

view it will be necessary, once a certain individual is born, that he is destined to

perform various great tasks and so it will be part of the very nature of Aristotle

that he should have produced ideas which had a great influence on the western

world. Whatever the merits of such a view may be as a view of history or the

nature of great men, it does not seem that it should be trivially true on the basis



of a theory of proper names. It would seem that it's a contingent fact that

Aristotle ever did any of the things commonly attributed to him today, any of

these great achievements that we so much admire. I must say that there

issomething to this feeling of Searle's. When I hear the name 'Hitler', I do get an

illusory 'gut feeling' that it's sort of analytic that that man was evil. But really,

probably not. Hitler might have spent all his days in quiet in Linz. In that case

we would not say that then this man would not have been Hitler, for we use the

name 'Hitler'just as the name of that man, even in describing other possible

worlds. (This is the notion which I called a rigid designator in the previous

talk.) Suppose we do decide to pick out the reference of 'Hitler', as the man who

succeeded in having more Jews killed than anyone else managed to do in

history. That is the way we pick out the reference of the name; but in another

counterfactual situation where some one else would have gained this discredit,

we wouldn't say that in that case that other man would have been Hitler. If

Hitler had never come to power, Hitler would not have had the property which

I am supposing we use to fix the reference of his name. Similarly, even if we

define what a meter is by reference to the standard meter stick, it will be a

contingent truth and not a necessary one that that particular stick is one meter

long. If it had been stretched, it would have been longer than one meter And

that is because we use the term 'one meter' rigidly to designate a certain length.

Even though we fix what length we are designating by an accidental property

of that length just as in the case of the name of the man we may pick the mar

out by an accidental property of the man, still we use the name to designate that

man or that length in all possible worlds. The property we use need not be one

which is regarded in any way as necessary or essential. In the case of a yard,

the original way this property was picked out was, I think, the distance when

the arm of King Henry I of England was outstretched from the tip of his finger

to his nose. If this was the length of a yard, it nevertheless will not be a

necessary truth that the distance between the tip of his finger and his nose

should be a yard. Maybe an accident might have happened to foreshorten his

arm; that would be possible. And the reason that it's not a necessary truth is not

that there might be other criteria in a 'cluster concept' of yardhood. Even a man

who strictly uses King Henry's arm as his one standard of length can say,

counterfactually, that if certain things had happened to the King, the exact

distance between the end of one of his fingers and his nose would not have

been exactly a yard. He need not be using a cluster as long as he uses the term

'yard' to pick out a certain fixed reference to be that length in all possible

worlds.

These remarks show, I think, the intuitive bizarreness of a good deal of the

literature on 'transworld identification' and 'counterpart theory'. For many



theorists of these sorts, believing, as they do, that a 'possible world' is given to

us only qualitatively, argue that Aristotle is to be 'identified in other possible

worlds', or alternatively that his counterparts are to be identified, with those

things in other possible worlds who most closely resemble Aristotle in his most

important properties. (Lewis, for example, says: 'Your counterparts . . .

resemble you ... in important respects . . , more closely than do the other things

in their worlds . . . weighted by the importance of the various respects and by

the degrees of the similarities.') Some may equate the important properties with

those properties used to identify the object in the actual world.

Surely these notions are incorrect. To me Aristotle's most important properties

consist in his philosophical work, and Hitler's in his murderous political role;

both, as I have said, might have lacked these properties altogether. Surely there

was no logical fate hanging over either Aristotle or Hitler which made it in any

sense inevitable that they should have possessed the properties we regard as

important to them; they could have had careers completely different from their

actual ones. Important properties of an object need not be essential, unless

'importance' is used as a synonym for essence; and an object could have had

properties very different from its most striking actual properties, or from the

properties we use to identify it.

To clear up one thing which some people have asked me: When I say that a

designator is rigid, and designates the same thing in all possible worlds, I mean

that, as used in our language, it stands for that thing, when we talk about

counterfactual situations. I don't mean, of course, that there mightn't be

counterfactual situations in which in the other possible worlds people actually

spoke a different language. One doesn't say that 'two plus two equals four' is

contingent because people might have spoken a language in which 'two plus

two equals four' meant that seven is even. Similarly, when we speak of a

counterfactual situation, we speak of it in English, even if it is part of the

description of that counterfactual situation that we were all speaking German in

that counterfactual situation. We say, 'suppose we had all been speaking

German' or 'suppose we had been using English in a nonstandard way'. Then

we are describing a possible world or counterfactual situation in which people,

including ourselves, did speak in a certain way different from the way we speak.

But still, in describing that world, we use English with our meanings

and our references. It is in this sense that I speak of a rigid designator as having

the same reference in all possible worlds. I also don't mean to imply that the

thing designated exists in all possible worlds, just that the name refers rigidly to

that thing. If you say 'suppose Hitler had never been born' then 'Hitler' refers



here, still rigidly, to something that would not exist in the counterfactual

situation described.

Given these remarks, this means we must cross off Thesis (6) as incorrect. The

other theses have nothing to do with necessity and can survive. In particular

Thesis (5) has nothing to do with necessity and it can survive. If I use the name

'Hesperus' to refer to a certain planetary body when seen in a certain celestial

position in the evening, it will not therefore be a necessary truth that Hesperus

is ever seen in the evening. That depends on various contingent facts about

people being there to see and things like that. So even if I should say to myself

that I will use 'Hesperus' to name the heavenly body I see in the evening in

yonder position of the sky, it will not be necessary that Hesperus was ever seen

in the evening. But it may be a priori in that this is how I have determined the

referent. If I have determined that Hesperus is the thing that I saw in the

evening over there, then I will know, just from making that determination of

the referent, that if there is any Hesperus at all it's the thing I saw in the evening.

This at least survives as far as the arguments we have given up to now go.

How about a theory where Thesis (6) is eliminated? Theses (2), (3), and (4)

turn out to have a large class of counterin-stances. Even when Theses (2)-(4)

are true, Thesis (5) is usually false; the truth of Theses (3) and (4) is an

empirical 'accident', which the speaker hardly knows a priori. That is to say,

other principles really determine the speaker's reference, and the fact that the

referent coincides with that determined by (2)-(4) is an 'accident', which we

were in no position to know a priori. Only in a rare class of cases, usually

initial baptisms, are all of (2)-(5) true.

What picture of meaning do these Theses ((i)-(5)) give you? The picture is this.

I want to name an object. I think of some way of describing it uniquely and

then I go through, so to speak, a sort of mental ceremony: By 'Cicero' I shall

mean the man who denounced Catiline; and that's what the reference of 'Cicero'

will be. I will use 'Cicero' to designate rigidly the man who (in fact) denounced

Catiline, so I can speak of possible worlds in which he did not. But still my

intentions are given by first, giving some condition which uniquely determines

an object, then using a certain word as a name for the object determined by this

condition. Now there may be some cases in which we actually do this. Maybe,

if you want to stretch and call it description, when you say: I shall call that

heavenly body over there 'Hesperus'. That is really a case where the theses not

only are true but really even give a correct picture of how the reference is

determined. Another case, if you want to call this a name, might be when the

police in London use the name 'Jack' or 'Jack the Ripper' to refer to the man,

whoever he is, who committed all these murders, or most of them. Then they



are giving the reference of the name by a description. But in many or most

cases, I think the theses are false. So let's look at them.

Thesis (i), as I say, is a definition. Thesis (2) says that one of the properties

believed by A of the object, or some conjointly, are believed to pick out some

individual uniquely. A sort of example people have in mind is just what I said: I

shall use the term 'Cicero' to denote the man who denounced Catiline (or first

denounced him in public, to make it unique). This picks out an object uniquely

in this particular reference. Even some writers such as Ziff in Semantic

Analysis, who don't believe that names have meaning in any sense, think that

this is a good picture of the way reference can be determined.

Let's see if Thesis (2) is true. It seems, in some a priori way, that it's got to be

true, because if you don't think that the properties you have in mind pick out

anyone uniquely—let's say they're all satisfied by two people—then how can

you say which one of them you're talking about? There seem to be no grounds

for saying you're talking about the one rather than about the other. Usually the

properties in question are supposed to be some famous deeds of the person in

question. For example, Cicero was the man who denounced Catiline. The

average person, according to this, when he refers to Cicero, is saying something

like 'the man who denounced Catiline' and thus has picked out a certain man

uniquely. It is a tribute to the education of philosophers that they have held this

thesis for such a long time. In fact, most people, when they think of Cicero, just

think of a famous Roman orator, without any pretension to think either that

there was only one famous Roman orator or that one must know something else

about Cicero to have a referent for the name. Consider Richard Feynman, to

whom many of us are able to refer. He is a leading contemporary theoretical

physicist. Everyone here (I'm sure!) can state the contents of one of Feynman's

theories so as to differentiate him from Gell-Mann. However, the man in the

street, not possessing these abilities, may still use the name 'Feynman'. When

asked he will say: well he's a physicist or something. He may not think that this

picks out anyone uniquely. I still think he uses the name 'Feynman' as a name

for Feynman.

But let's look at some of the cases where we do have a description to pick out

someone uniquely. Let's say, for example, that we know that Cicero was the

man who first denounced Catiline. Well, that's good. That really picks someone

out uniquely. However, there is a problem, because this description contains

another name, namely 'Catiline'. We must be sure that we satisfy the conditions

in such a way as to avoid the noncircularity condition here. In particular, we

must not say that Catiline was the man denounced by Cicero. If we do this, we

will really not be picking out anything uniquely, we will simply be picking out



a pair of objects A and B, such that A denounced B. We do not think that this

was the only pair where such denunciations ever occurred; so we had better add

some other conditions in order to satisfy the uniqueness condition.

If we say Einstein was the man who discovered the theory of relativity, that

certainly picks out someone uniquely. One can be sure, as I said, that

everyone here can make a compact and independent statement of this theory

and so pick out Einstein uniquely; but many people actually don't know enough

about this stuff, so when asked what the theory of relativity is, they will say:

'Einstein's theory', and thus be led into the most straightforward sort of vicious

circle.

So Thesis (2), in a straightforward way, fails to be satisfied when we say

Feynman is a famous physicist without attributing anything else to Feynman. In

another way it may not be satisfied in the proper way even when it is satisfied:

If we say Einstein was 'the man who discovered relativity theory', that does

pick someone out uniquely; but it may not pick him out in such a way as to

satisfy the noncircularity condition, because the theory of relativity may in turn

be picked out as 'Einstein's theory'. So Thesis (2) seems to be false.

By changing the conditions 9 from those usually associated with names by

philosophers, one could try to improve the theory. There have been various

ways I've heard; maybe I'll discuss these later on. Usually they think of famous

achievements of the man named. Certainly in the case of famous achievements,

the theory doesn't work. Some student of mine once said, 'Well, Einstein

discovered the theory of relativity'; and he determined the reference of 'the

theory of relativity' independently by referring to an encyclopedia which would

give the details of the theory. (This is what is called a transcendental deduction

of the existence of encyclopedias.) But it seems to me that, even if someone has

heard of encyclopedias, it really is not essential for his reference that he should

know whether this theory is given in detail in any encyclopedia. The reference

might work even if there had been no encyclopedias at all.

Let's go on to Thesis (3): If most of the f's, suitably weighted, are satisfied by a

unique object y, then y is the referent of the name for the speaker. Now, since

we have already established that Thesis (2) is wrong, why should any of the

rest work? The whole theory depended on always being able to specify unique

conditions which are satisfied. But still we can look at the other theses. The

picture associated with the theory is that only by giving some unique properties

can you know who someone is and thus know what the reference of your name

is. Well, I won't go into the question of knowing who someone is. ' It's really

very puzzling. I think you doknow who Cicero is if you just can answer that



he's a famous Roman orator. Strangely enough, if you know that Einstein

discovered the theory of relativity and nothing about that theory, you can both

know who Einstein is, namely the discoverer of the theory of relativity, and

who discovered the theory of relativity, namely Einstein, on the basis of this

knowledge. This seems to be a blatant violation of some sort of noncircularity

condition; but it is the way we talk. It therefore would seem that a picture

which suggests this condition must be the wrong picture.

Suppose most of the f's are in fact satisfied by a unique object, Is that object

necessarily the referent of 'X' for A? Let's suppose someone says that Godel is

the man who proved the incompleteness of arithmetic, and this man is suitably

well educatec and is even able to give an independent account of the

incompleteness theorem. He doesn't just say, 'Well, that's Godel's theorem', or

whatever. He actually states a certain theorem, which he attributes to Godel as

the discoverer. Is i the case, then, that if most of the f's are satisfied by a unique

object y, then y is the referent of the name 'X' for A? Let's take a simple case. In

the case of Godel that's practically the only thing many people have heard

about him—that he discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic. Does it follow

that whoever discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic is the referent of

'Godel'?

Imagine the following blatantly fictional situation. (I hope Professor Godel is

not present.) Suppose that Godel was not in fact the author of this theorem. A

man named 'Schmidt', whose body was found in Vienna under mysterious

circumstances many years ago, actually did the work in question. His friend

Godel somehow got hold of the manuscript and it was thereafter attributed to

Godel. On the view in question, then, when our ordinary man uses the name

'Godel', he really means to refer to Schmidt, because Schmidt is the unique

person satisfying the description, 'the man who discovered the incompleteness

of arithmetic'. Of course you might try changing it to 'the man -who

published the discovery of the incompleteness of arithmetic'. By changing the

story a little further one can make even this formulation false. Anyway, most

people might not even know whether the thing was published or got around by

word of mouth. Let's stick to 'the man who discovered the incompleteness of

arithmetic'. So, since the man who discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic

is in fact Schmidt, we, when we talk about 'Godel', are in fact always referring

to Schmidt. But it seems to me that we are not. We simply are not. One reply,

which I will discuss later, might be: You should say instead, 'the man to whom

the incompleteness of arithmetic is commonly attributed', or something like that.

Let's see what we can do with that later.
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